
12.0 SHOCK COMBAT
Commentary:
Shock Combat represents the psychological and less frequent physical confrontation which occurs when opposing
units close within range permitting hand{o-hand combat. Although Shock Combat is executed and resolved while
opposing figure units occupy adjacent, base to base areas, the attacking unit(s) is considered to be attempting to
enter the area occupied by the defending unit(s).

General Rule:
Shock Combat may only occur between two unit bodies which are in base to base contact and occupy adjacent table
top space. Shock Combat is initiated and resolved using the Shock Option of the Phasing Player in any sequence
he desires. His units are used to attack..ie shock attack; units controlled by the non-Phasing Player must defend if
attacked. No unit is granted the opportunity to retreat voluntarily during a Shock Combat Phase. The "chance to
retire" for the non-Phasing Player was available during the preceding Movement Phase.

The number of Shock Combats is determined by the number of enemy units starting adjacent base to base contact
and charging cavalry movements. A defending unit may be Shock attacked several times during a Shock Combat
Phase.

[12.101 sHocK coMBAT RESOLUTION PROCEDURE:
[12.lll Determine which side has the "Shock Combat Option". The first Shock Combat Option (SCO) is given to
the Phasing Player side at start of the Shock Combat Phase. The option determines which side will force one of the
following types of Shock Combat attacks (Note; not in any order of hierarchy):

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Perform a infantry Shock Combat attack
Move a declared cavalry charge unit till base to base contact
Move a declared counter-charge unit till base to base contact
Declare a new counter-charge and move this counter-charging cavalry unit till base to base contact
Move a charging or countercharging cavalry unit 4" to satisfy the minimum charge distance
requirements. Note that this cavalry unit may elect to continue forward charge or countercharge
movement at a later point of this Shock Combat Phase.

U2.l2l The Phasing Player side is given one Shock Combat Option to choose which Shock Combat attack is
resolved. After the Shock Combat is completed, the Shock Combat Option privilege is granted to the other non-

Phasing Player side for their option choice. This back and forth option sequence is continued till all Shock Combat

attacks are concluded.

U2.l3l A Player side can "Refuse the Option" and grant back the SCO to the other Player side which just

completed a Shock attack. The receiving Player side can conduct a new Shock attack or "Refuse the Option" back
to the initial denying side. No Player side can refuse the option twice in a row.

U2J4l If the Player side has no declared Shock attacks, it is not required to declare possible cavalry counter-
charges because it has the option. The Player may withhold a possible counter-charge for a later Shock attack if the
cavalry counter-charge requirements are meet at the time when the unit calls the cavalry counter-charge. See 12.80.

[12.15] The non-Phasing Player can only declare and move counter-charging cavalry units. His infantry cannot
perform offensive Shock Combat till his Shock Combat Phase.

112.16l General Shock Combat Procedure:
Step 1 Determine available figure strength and compare the total Figure Strength of the attacking unit(s)

to the total Figure Strength of the defending unit(s) (see Facing exceptions 7.60) and express the
Attacker's total as a percentage of the Defender's total. This percentage ratio is rounded down in
favor of the Defender to the nearest percentage ratio indicated on the left side column of the Shock
Combat Results Table. For an explanation of how to determine the percentage ratio see 12.40.

Step 2 Conduct a receiving Morale check on the defending unit(s) [15.0] if required. If the attacking unit(s)
lost any figures from defensive fire attacks conduct a Morale check on the attacking unit(s) [15.0].
These morale checks are covered in the Morale rules I15.011.

Step 3 Subtract the Combat Morale Rating (CMR) of the highest rated frontmost defending unit from the



CMR of the leading (frontmost) combat unit of the attacking force to determine the Base Shock
Combat Differentiai (see 12.50). Adjust the Base Shock Combat Differential value by the modifier
list found on the Shock Combat Table to determine the Modified Shock Combat Differential value.

Step 4 l,ocate the modified Shock Combat Differential value (which may be either positive or negative)
along the top edge of the Shock Combat Table.

Step 5 The Shock Option Player now rolls one 6D die. The number rolled is first located within the
appropriate Percentage ratio row. Next, trace a horizontal line across the table to the right, stopping
in the vertical column corresponding to the Shock Differential determined in Step #2. The result
indicated where line (row) and column intersect effects either the attacking (option) Player, the
defending (not having the option) or both according to the explanation given in 12.60.

Example: During the French Shock Combat Phase, the French Player wishes to execute a Shock
attack using 18 figures of infantry in column formation. The adjacent defending Prussian
infantry battalion has 7 figures in a linear line formation behind a low stone wall. See
diagram 12.I6a. There is no Passby or Supportive Fire from nearby friendly Prussian units
(11.83 and 11.85).
Diagram 12.16a.. . . . .

To determine the Percentage Ratio, the attacking French column has 18 figures vis 7
Prussian figures so, divide 18 by 7 result of 2.57 or 257 % . The result is rounded down to
the next lower Percentage Ratio found on the Shock Combat Table ie.. 200% . Thus the
Percentage Ratio used to resolve the attack is 200%. At this'moment, the defending
Prussian battalion would take a receiving Morale check if it didn't take a Morale check
during the preceding French Cavalry Charge declaration Phase. At 200% Percentage Shock
Ratio, there is a -1 morale modifier to receive the Shock attack against the Prussian unit.

Assuming the Prussian unit stood in good morale, the Prussian unit will give Final Shock
Fire against the attacking French column. After computrng the Fire attack the French
column loss 1 figure from the frontmost unit and passed the required Morale check from
firepower figure loss.

Next, to determine the Shock Combat Differential, the CMR of the frontmost French

battalionis compared to the Prussian battalionCMR behind the low stone wall. The French
battalion started the battleday with a 6 CMR. With one figure lost, the revised CMR is 5.
The Prussian battalion started the day with a 6 and hasn't lost a figure yet. Therefore the
Differential is French 5 vis Prussian 6 or -1 Shock Differential column. The low stone wall
gives the Prussian a Shock Combat Differential modifier of * 1 so the Final Shock
Differential is -2 for the French column attack.

With both the Percentage Ratio and Differential calculated, the French Player roll a 6D die

and locates the result by the intersection of the Percentage Ratio horizontal row and the
vertical Differential column. Read out the result and apply against the respective side(s) per

12.60.

ll2.20l Shock Zone and Varieties of Shock Combats
U2.2Ll The Shock Zone is defined as a area on the tabletop:

^. 
1." deep; directly on the frontal face of infantry or non-charging cavalry units. The shock zone
width is equal to the combined width of each frontmost defending or attacking units.

b. 1" deep and the width of a infantry square formation frontal face facing.
c. L" deep and the width of the frontmost Declared chargrng unit or counter-charge cavalry unit.

lI2.22l All units, eithef totally or partially within a Shock Zone, defend as one group against the Shock attack.
Units already within a declared Shock Zone may perform Facing and/or Facing changes (see Fire Combat 11.81)



before Shock Combat and defend themselves as a group unless by movement of figures, they leave the Shock zone
as defined in I2.2l.If so, they cannot count in the defense.

[L2.23] Units which move during the preceding Movement Phase into a Shock Zone cannot be counted in defense
unless they physically occupy the same area and space of figures which departed the Shock zone. Simply placing

new figures into an area where there is a Shock zone overlap on the initialdefending unit(s) doesn't cause the other
player to Shock attackthe new units as well as the stationary defending unit(s). See 11.85 and 11.86 for Fire attack
restrictions. Note: this rule doesn't apply with charging cavalry formations.

U2.241There are two (2) methods of Shock Combat. The difference between the methods are if movement is
required to establish the base to base contact between the opposed Player units.

Method I The Shock Phase starts with the figures in base to base contact and a Shock Combat
declaration was given during a previous Movement Phase.

Method 2 The Shock Phase starts with the figures at distance and movement is required to place the
figures in contact. Only units in a declared cavalry charge or counter-charge can use this
method of Shock Combat. No Shock combat declaration is required.

Method 1 covers all Shock Combat except for Charging cavalry units. These include:
a. Infantry vis infantry and/or artillerybatteries
b. Infantry vis stationary or charging cavalry
c. Infantry vis all skirmish (open) order formations
d. Infantry vis train units
e. Non-Charging cavalry vis all enemy unit types

Method 2 cover all charging and countercharge cavalry shock attacks. By declaring a charge or
countercharge, the owning player has committed the cavalry unit to forward charge movement. The cavalry
must move 4" forward movement or engage at least one shock combat attack against any enemy unit.

11,2.251Any cavalry unit may prefer to Shock attack ("close with the enemy") without using a declared cavalry

-__/ charge. Perform the movement and Shock Combat just like infantry units. Move the figures to base to base contact
and perform the Shock attack in the normal Shock Phase.
112.26l Declared charging cavalry and counter-charging cavalry receive a *1 shock differential modifier. Non-
charging cavalry Shock attacks receive no charge bonus.
U2.271Infantry may Shock attack cavalry units, including cavalry which declared a countercharge. When attacking
stationary cavalry, no adjustments are made. If infantry in line or column formation shock attack counter-charging
cavalry, the -2 shock differential modifier for not being in square formation applies against the infantry formation.
If the infantry is in square formation add *4 differential modifier.

[12.30] Shock Combat Inhibitions and Prohibitions
[I2.3I] A infantry unit or non-charging cavalry unit is required to Shock attack during the Shock Combat Phase
if a declaration was made during a preceding Movement Phase. Declared Charge or counter-charge cavalry are not
required to Shock attack enemy units but they have minimum movement requirements which may oblige Shock
attacks (see 12.35).
[12.32] The Phasing Player may use infantry, non-charging cavalry or declared charge cavalry during the Shock
Combat Phase. The non-phasing Player may only elect to declare and move counter-charging cavalry unit(s) per
the restrictions of 12.15 and 12.80.
U2.331 The following unit types or formations may never execute a Shock attack:

a. Command headquarter bases or individual Commander (officer) figures
b. Artillery battery units outside of infantry squarc formations
c. Routing morale formations. Morale disordered formations may Shock attack but suffer negative

Shock Differential
d. Train units
e. All skirmish (open) order formations except Tribal based formations 3.11

$2.341 A unit may only execute a Shock attack against adjacent enemy units in the direction it faces. A unit may



never execute a Shock attack through its flank or rear facing. A infantry square formation, which possesses all-
around Facing, may execute a Shock attack against any adjacent enemy and direction.
112.351 Infantry and non-charging cavalry units can only perform one Shock attack to clear the Shock Zone (see
12.21). Once the initial Shock zone is cleared of enemy units, the non-charging cavalry units may declare counter-
charge against declared charge cavalry per 12.80 restrictions. Charging cavalry, either declared charge or counter-
charge, may perform multiple Shock attacks out to the limits of the Charge zone (see 12.70) or Extended Charge
zone (see L2.xx).
U2.361 A unit may be attacked more than once during a single Shock Combat Phase. A unit may never, however,
execute a Shock attack after receiving a relreal or rout result for the remainder of the Shock Combat Phase.
112.371Terrain affects Shock Combat per the Terrain effect Table. See Terrain 16.xx.
112.381 Friendly cavalry can charge thru friendly open order formations causing a -2 ride thru chart roll for possible
skirmisher figure loss. No other shock table adjustment apply including cavalry weight, lancer armed or officer
bonus. The screen of open order formation skirmishers automatically morale disorders and retires to a close order
column. No effect upon the charging cavalry unit which continues its charge toru?r$4n enemy unit. Note: engaging
a friendly open order um! {p6ql! tulfill the engage an enemy ,"qui."t"o$p1i&!i"g .uuulry which impacts a
friendly close order tor^#u1iJ&ft&ilutically morale disordered both and: r. ffis forward movement if impossible
to pass the friendly unit or.. 2. forms column behind the figures.which can pass the close order unip,No figures
are lost from collision of two close order formations. ,a 7-c,.n"a**r. , n;'pq *_ *_onr++ jl{96 -e u.*li

Il2.40l How to Calculate the Percentage Ratio
l12.4ll Determine the Percentage Ratio of a given Shock attack by dividing the eligible defending unit(s) figures
in to the attacking unit(s) figures. Express the results as a percentage and round down to the nearest percentage ratio
shown on the Shock Combat Table. A Shock attack may be executed with a percentage ratio of less than25% or
greater than 600%. Use either the 600% or 25% ratio lines found on the Shock Combat Chart to determine result.

ll2.42l The eligibility to count in Shock Combat is determined by what type of unit and formation:

Preformed Column * (3 rank):

Preformed Column * (2 rank):
Infantry Pseudo x Column:
Infantry Square:
All Skirmish order formations:
All Cavalry formations:

Artillery battery or Train:
Headcuarter base:

Count up to 6 figure ranks deep. Additional figures can fill in losses
from Fire attacks.
Count up to 9 figure ranks but restrictions apply.
Count up tfr[figure ranks deep (9.12).
All figures in square including any artillery crew figures.
Count figures in Shock Zone and 1 additional figure each side.
Count front rank figures in base to base contact and 1 additional figure
each side. Figures behind the front rank may give column shock
differential bonus and count for post shock combat ride thru results.
Count crew figures only.
Count 1 (Corp HQ) or 3 (Army or Nation) figures.

* Preformed infantry column is defined in 9.15

|2.431Defensive formed, close order infantry units Shock attacked though the frontal Facing count all figures in

the unit. If in column formation, additional units behind the frontmost unit (up to 6 ranks) may be counted towards
the percentage Ratio calculation if in proper formation (9.11). If a pseudo column formation (9.12 or 9.13) only .
the first frontmost unit defends in the Shock Combat Phase. When infantry columns are used in Shock attacks, both
sides must declare which column units will be used in the Shock attack. The attacking Player declares first, then

the defending Player if his defending formation is a column. Infantry in square, line or skirmish formation don't

require a declaration of which units will defend.

ftz .441 Cavalry units cannot form a preformed column as under 9 . 10 for infantry column formations . Each cavalry

unit performs individual Shock attacks even if effecting a non-charging Shock attack.

|2.451 Infantry or cavalry unit in open order formation count the figures in base to base contact and 1 additional
figure (of the skirmish formation) on each side. .,:c S1.zlela* {.**^-Xii*- '

[12.46] All Shock attacks cannot be greater than 1 combat unit wide in frontagel Therefore, multiple Shock attacks
against the same unit(s) are assumed to arrive at uncoordinated intervals of time during a Shock Phase. Players

frr;';r,b.'trrr t'-.%
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cannot prearrange Shock attacks to occur simultaneously.
U2.471Any unit in a colurnn formation can have replacement figures fill in from units behind the unit suffering
the loss. These figures losses can come from Final Shock Fire or Shock Combat.

Il2.48l A unit Shock attacked in the flank or rear facing defends with only 2 figures (Facing7.6,4). y& z $,X-,. &ffir"^.,

Il2.4gl Terrain can restrict formations, the number of figure ranks counting towards odds, maximum Percentage " f?cereaqq

Ratio and ability to Shock attack. See Terrain 16.xx.

t12.501 How to Calculate the Shock Differential Value
tlz.sll The current Combat Morale Rating (CMR) of the frontmost attacking unit is subtracted from the current
CMR of the defending unit.
tl2.52l Infantry or artillery units use the highest current CMR unit within the square for either the attacking or
defending CMR value.
ll2.53l When determining the Differential of a given Shock attack, a unit's CMR is further modified according to
the followine schedule and notes:

Defending unit(s) in ROUT morale state
Unit(s) in MORALE DISORDER
Unit(s) in a disorder terrain feature
Charging cavalry under Extend charge
Unit(s) in Skirmish (open) order formation
Infantry or artillery/train NOT"in,square and offensively

shocked by cavalry (except ciit$"iiiii\!?itii,€ i"r. I
Militiaclass (1-4 CMR) defending building
Defensive sword only / No Bayonets (artxsee notes)
Loss of Line of Communications (LOC) or t t?.+tw

Army is under Army Demoralization effect
Night Combat and Passive option chosen

Cavalry in proper column formation
Defender in or behind natural terrain
Unit(s) in Class I constructed position
Unit(s) in Class II constructed position
Unit(s) in Class III constructed position
Unit(s) in Class I (wooden) building
Unit(s) in Class II (wood/stone) building
Unit(s) in Class III (reinforced stone) bo,l"lnt
*ni+eing€F fortress rated position 

(

Infantry in square formation vis cavalry

-6 CMR
a

n

a

a

a

-1
-1

lack of Supply Line / Army baggage wagons -1
Sapper unit shock attack while task working -2

-1
-1

tJ,o L,i^. rn^orrr^.k etr*^*X t I
Cavblry regiment in state of Charge + 1

+1
+1
+1
+2
+3
+?
+2.
r3
+4
\4.S 

*

Cavairy ShockWeightfactor table(12.54a) .-.._ .^ *I_ '
Lance armed cavalry (cMR 7+ vis infanty'&frr&"r^t{'}'4t'srsTrttnr

wet weather (50% + firepower reductio4)
Attached officer shork;;;r; 

qlfr€r

Also see National Characteristics rules xx.xx
Note: Multiple modifications cumulatively modify a unit's CMR to determine to Final Shock Differential
value.

[12.54] The Shock Weight Differential Table (12.54a) resolves if either side has a Shock Combat weight or densify
advantage between the two determines units of .12.51 or 12.52. If so, a f 1 Shock Differential bonus is given to
the heavier desisnated side.

+2
- r t



12.54a Shock combat weisht chart

Shocking Unit/
Defensive Unit

Irregular Light Medium Heavy Close Order
Infantry

Single Rank
Infantry

Irregular Cavalry
ffi

Light Cavalry +1

Medium Cavalry +1 +1

Heavy Cavalry +1 +1 +I +1

Cuirassier Cavalry +1 +1 +1 +l

CO Infantry Column +l

Il2.55l A defending unit which would be "protected" against Fire attack made by an Enemy unit is considered
protected by the same terrain against a Shock attack executed by that same enemy unit.
U2561 Morale or Terrain disordered charging cavalry unit(s) still receive the cavalry impetus charge bonus during
the Shock Phase (f 1 CMR).
[2.57] Commander (officer) figure attachment to a unit gives positive CMR adjustments depending upon the
command rank of the Commander (officer) figure and if the Commander (officer) is not rated "NC". The Shock
differential bonuses are found under the officer nationality lists. They can range from 0 to +3.
t12.581 A unit is not automatically given morale or terrain disorder if attacked though either its flank or rear Facing.
Just the number of figures counting towards the defense is adjusted. See 7.64 and 12.48.
U2.591Shock Combat differential results beyond the table range of -9 to *9 use either respective edge column.

112.60l Explanation of Shock Combat Table Results
As a result of Shock Combat, figures may be eliminated, Command Headquarter bases removed, combat units may
become morale disordered or routed and units forced to retreat. Artillery batteries can suffer loss of ammunition
if overrun by enemy Shock Combat. As in Fire Combat, figures eliminated in Shock Combat are removed from
the frontmost unit in the affected force or the highest adjusted CMR unit in a multi-unitformation (ie..square or
building/redoubt position). Unlike Fire Combat, a unit which suffers losses or is forced to morale disorder retreat
as a result of Shock Combat is NOT required to check Morale (the Shock Combat result determines the Morale of
both the attacking and defending units). However, a unit is required to check Morale whenever an adjacent Friendly
unit is forced to rout as a result of Shock Combat (see 15..xx). Advancement of victorious side is covered by
6.xx).

U2.6ll If a Shock Combat causes a figure loss result the loss of figure (s) is dete_gnipBd flgm eithegfhe frontmost
unit if in column or linear or the highest CMR unit in a square ro.*uiior-,"6ffififfiu":'d"bilfiffig or redoubt
position. If the unit(s) are already in a morale disordered state from a previous Fire attack or Shock Combat, an
additional morale disorder is converted to a rout status (see xx.xx) and rout retirement movement is immediately
required (see 6.xx).
112.62l A Shock Combat result of " x " has no effect towards retreat, advancement, morale disorder or figure loss.

U2.631An attacking or defending unit(s) which receives a "Dl" (Morale Disorder in place, lose one figure) result
is morale disordered and loses one figure per 12.61 above.
U,2.641An attacking or defending unit(s) which receive a "DR" (Morale Disorder retirement) result is morale
disordered and must retire the distance per retreating rules 6.xx.
[12.651An attackingor defending unit(s) which receive a "DRl" (Morale Disorder retirement, lose one figure)
resultismoraledisordered,hasforcedretirementmovementper 6.xxandlosesonefigureper12.6l .
112.66l An attacking or defending unit(s) which receive a "R" (Rout) result is routed, loses two figures and must
immediately rout movement per 6.xx. Any rout status unit(s) which receives another "R" (rout) result suffers
double or 4 figure loss on the second Shock Combat result.



112.671 An attacking or defending unit(s) which receive a "S" (Surrender) result have all figures involved in the
Shock Combat surrender to the enemy unit(s). Pull the figures off the table as casualties. No prisoner guards are
required. Surrendered figures cannot be regrouped back into their units per 13.45.

112.68l Any time a cavalry unit forces enemy infantry unit(s), artillery crew or train unit to retire from Shock
Combat, that cavalry unit may perform a Cavalry Ride Thru action against the retiring force. Count the cavalry
figures engaged in the Shock Combat, including back any cavalry Shock Combat table losses taken in this Shock
Combat action, and add l/2 of all the cavalry unit figures behind the front rank figures (roll odd/even for odd
figures) as additional figures to the total. Locate the figure count number found on the top line of the Cavalry Ride
Thru Table. Roll lx 6D. Adiust the die roll bv the followine modifiers:

All Ottoman Cavalry vis Infantry, artillery or train -f2 to roll
Non-Ottoman Lance armed CMR 7+ cavalry vis Infantry, artillery or train +2
All other non-Ottoman Lance armed (CMR 6 or less) cavalry + 1
Officer attached with Shock Combat bonus + 1
Cavalry regiment or infantry column has Shock Weight bonus + 1
Ride thru against friendly open order formation units -2
Ottoman Cavalry vis ROUTED heavier cavalry opponents -2 *

Ottoman Infantry (front rank only) against ROUTED enemy infantry -2 *

Offensive no firearm infantry (front rank onlv) who routed enemy infantry -2 *

* Immediate automatic morale disorder caused at conclusion of this Shock event if not already in morale
disorder. Cavalry ride thur against friendly open order formations only -2 shock differential adjustment.

Cross-reference the adjusted die roll to the vertical figure count column and determine a whole number result (0-6).
The number result equals the number of additional figures to be eliminated from the retiring force per xx.xx.

U2.701How Cavalry units Execute Declared Charge Shock Combat
Cavalry units (regiments) are subject to all of the standard Shock Combat rules. However, cavalry units possess
special Shock Combat capabilities as explained in the following rules.

U2.7ll During the Phasing player's Declare Cavalry Charge Phase, a player may initiate a charge by any cavalry
unit he controls which meets all of the following requirements:

a, The cavalry unit must have proper orders to charge. See 13.20
b. The cavalry unit must be in formed (close order) column or line formation ,.ie not in skirmish

(open) formation.
The cavalry unit must be able to see a possible target enemy formation within the Charge Zone
angle. (Exception; xx.xx). Also see xx.xx for LOS crestline terrain rules.
The cavalry unit must have a possible target within the projected charge range including the
extended charge distance (6"). Extended charge is covered by 6.xx.
The cavalry unit cannot be rouJed or in morale disorder status. Cavalry under terrain disorder may
declare a charge, ,\nr [-o,*,J1,g v,.*tm 5L.*,rL* *0.n1io1....
The cavalry unit canret',have p{rtially deployed open order Skirmishers, Any skirmisher figures

c.

d.

e.
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to the followinsA cavalry unit which meets all of these requirements may initiate a charge according
procedure:

Cavalry Charge Initiation Procedure:
Step 1 The cavalry unit immediately makes an Morale check per the Morale check rules (see 15.10). If

the cavalry is neither Morale disordered or routed as a result of this Morale check, it is considered
to have initiated a Charge. Once a cavalry unit has successfully passed the Morale check and
initiateda Charge it is considered to be under a "state of Charge" and must follow the requirements
12.75 to complete the Charge. A cavalry unit which is either Morale disorder or routed as a result
of the Morale check required to initiate a charge obeys the negative result of that Morale check. A

must be incorporated back to the cavalry unit @.
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Morale disordered or routed cavalry unit may not initiatea charge (although once initiated, a cavalry
unit which is subsequently Morale disordered during the Shock Combat Phase is not prohibited from
completing its charge).

Step 2 When a cavalry unit initiates a Declared Cavalry Charge Phase charge, it irnrnediately projects a
Charge Zone through its frontal facing arc equal to the normal movement range for the charging
cavalry unit (10" to 16" depending upon the cavalry type and nationality). A cavalry unit's Charge
zone is identical to the Fire Zone projection of an unlimbered artillery battery except that it doesn't
extend into, over or behind obstructed or impassable terrain for cavalry units. Furthermore, like an
artillery Fke Zone, a Charge Zone is divided into three (3) range categories; Minimum Charge
Zone Range which encompasses a Charge Zone of 0" to 4u from the frontal face of the charging
cavalry unit; Medium Charge Zone Range which encompasses a Charge Zone of 4.1" to 8"; and
Maximum Charge Zone Range which encompasses a Charge Zone from 8.1" to the maximum
normal movement distance. See table below for the Charge zones and cavalry type.

Cavalrv Tvpe Minimum
Cuirassier 0" to 4u
Heavy 0" to 4n
Medium 0" to? 4"
Light 0" to 4"
Irregular 0" to 4u

Medium
4" to 8"
4.  to 8"
4u to 8"
4" to 8"
4" to 8"

Maximum
8" to 12"
8" to 12"
8" to 12"
8* to 14' ,
8" to 16'

Note: Before moving any units, both players should determine which units are within the Declared
Charge Zone(s) and are subject to the Charge Zone movement restriction rules. See 12.90

Step 3 Once the Declare Cavalry Charge Phasing Player has initiated the charge, he may initiate additional
cavalry charges with other cavalry units. The Declare Cavalry Charge Phasing player may initiate
as many charges as he desires during the Declare Cavalry Charge Phase. All the Declared and
initiated cavalry charge movement and Shock attacks will be completed during the next Shock
Combat Phase.

U2.721Whenever two-thirds (2/3) of a cavalry command units declare cavalry charges during the Declare Cavalry
Charge Phase, each cavalry unit which is a part of that cavalry command receive a * 1 Morale check adjustment
(see chart) to initiate the charge. This bonus to charge is called a "Divisional/Brigade Charge". To determine the
two-third ratio, count each individual cavalry unit (regiment) or half regiment (see xx.xx) and each horse artillery
battery from the starting battleday roster strength. Sum the total unit count and calculate lhe 213 ratio, rounding up
to next whole unit number. Counter-charges initiated during other Phases don't receive the benefit of a
" Divisional/brigade charge " morale adj ustment.
[12.131 During the Declare Cavalry Charge Phase, a Player must declare all cavalry charges before determining
the result of the 1st attempted charge initiation. If a cavalry unit fails to initiate a charge, any cavalry units behind
and partly blocked (for forward movement) by that unit are not required to initiate a charge even if nominated to
charge by the player.

[12.74] Cavalry units which initiate a charge during the Declare Cavalry Charge Phase may change the direction
of the charge by pivoting (wheeling) forward the cavalry unit (deducting the measured arc movement from the
charge movement distance). Once the pivoting is completed, the cavalry unit must charge in a straight forward
direction without any change in heading.
[12.751 All declared charge or counter-charge cavalry units, must move forward at least 4" in distance or;

a. Engage in one or more Shock Combat actions \\

b. Be totally blocked in movement by a terrain feature or close order formation. If so, advance the
figure to a position adjacent to the blocking terrain feature and immediately morale disorder the
cavalry unit and the friendly unit(s) impacted.

c. Be partiallv blocked in movement by a terrain feature or close order formation. If so, place the
blocked figures directly behind, in column, of the unblocked figures and immediately morale
disorder the cavalry unit and the impacted friendly unit(s). Move the cavalry unit the minimum 6"
distance or further upon the wishes of the owning player.
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t12.801 How Cavalry units Execute Counter-Charge Shock Combat
Cavalry units possess the ability to react to enemy movement during the Facing/Formation, Movement and Shock
Combat Phases. It is the only combat formation which has movement ability during the Shock Combat Phase. This
reaction is Counter-charge movement and Shock attack performed during the upcoming Shock Combat Phase.

U2.811 During either the Facing/Formation, Movement or Shock combat Phases of the Phasing Player, the non-
phasing player may call a counter-charge with his cavalry unit(s) if any enemy combat formation moves, changes
facing or changes formation within 4" of the frontal facing charge arc of the non-phasing player's cavalry unit(s).

ft2.821A player may initiate a Counter-charge by any cavalry unit he controls which meets all of the following
requirements:

a. A Counter-charge "trigger" event must have occurred within 4" of the frontal facing charge arc.
Possible "trigger" events are:

1. Voluntary movement by enemy units
2. Enemy cavalry in a state of declared charge or countercharge
3. Enemy unit changes Facing or Formation

b. The cavalry unit must have proper orders to charge. See 13.20
c. The cavalry unit must be in formed (close order) column or line formation..ie not in skirmish

(open) formation.
d. The cavalry unit must be able to see a possible target enemy formation within the Charge Zone

angle. (Exception; xx.xx). Also see xx.xx for LOS crestline terrain rules.
e. The cavalry unit must have a possible target within the projected charge range including the

extended charge distance (6"). Extended charge is covered by LZ.xx.
f. The cavalry unit carurot be routed or in morale disorder status. Cavalry under terrain disorder may

declare a counter-charge.
g. The cavalry unit cannot have partially deployed open order skirmishers. Any skirmisher figures
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A cavalry unit which meets all of these requirements may initiate a Counter-charge according to the
following procedure:

Cavalry Counter-Charge Initiation Procedure:
Step 1 The Counter-charging cavalry unit immediately makes an Morale check per the Morale check rules

(see 15.10). If the cavalry is neither Morale disordered or routed as a result of this Morale check,
it is considered to have initiated a Counter-charge. Once a cavalry unit has successfully passed the
Morale check and initiated a Counter-charge it is considered to be under a "state of Charge" and
must follow the requirements to complete the Counter-charge. A cavalry unit which is either Morale
disorder or routed as a result of the Morale check required to initiate a charge obeys the negative
result of that Morale check. A Morale disordered or routed cavalry unit may not initiate a Counter-
charge (although once initiated, a cavalry unit which is subsequently Morale disordered during the

Shock Combat Phase is not prohibited from completing its Counter-charge).
Step 2 When a cavalry unit initiates a cavalry Counter-charge, it immediately projects a Charge Zone

through its frontal facing arc equal to the normal movement range for the charging cavalry unit (10"

to 16" depending upon the cavalry type and nationality). A cavalry unit's Counter-charge zone is
identical to the Fire Zone ptojeclion of an unlimpered artillery battery except that it doesn't extend
into, over or behind obstructed or impassable terlain for cavalry units. See table under Declared
Cavalry Charge procedures for charge zones. \\

Step 3 Once the Cavalry unit has initiated the Counter-charge, the non-Phasing player may initiate
additional cavalry Counter-charges with other cavalry units if they qualify under 12.82 guidelines.

The non-phasing player may initiate as many Counter-charges as he desires during the Phasing
Player's Facing/Formation, Movement and Shock Combat Phases.

Note: Before moving any units, both players should determine which units are within the Counter-
charge Zone(s) and are subject to the Charge Zone movement restrictionrules. See 12.74.



U2.907 How Cavalry Charges Effect Movement and Morale

U2.9ll Whenever a cavalry unit declares a cavalry charge during the Declared Cavalry Charge Phase, all
subsequent movement performed by enemy units during the following Movement Phase within the cavalry charge
zone is reduced to half (ll2) rate.
112.92) Whenever a cavalry unit initiatesa cavalry Counter-charge (per 12.82) all subsequent enemy unit movement
during the remainder of that Movement Phase is reduce to half 112 rate. Combat units which have completed their
Movement Phase movements are unaffected.
tl2.93l Units in morale disorder status move half speed or 1/4 speed if within a cavalry charge zone.

Il2.94l Combat units which move into a cavalry charge zone have their remaining movements reduced tohalf (ll2)

rate.
t12.951Changing Facing or Formation during the Facing/Formation Phase is unaffected by cavalry charges.

t12.961When a cavalry regiment initiates a cavalry charge during the Cavalry Charge Declaration Phase, all cavalry
and foot units, which includes infantry, all forms of artillery and train units, must execute a Morale Check
procedure (see 15.10) if within the charge Zone unless in square formation with good morale standing 15.26.

[exception see night combat rules xx.xx].
tl2.97l Units starting in or behind obstructed or impassable terrain to cavalry are not required to take Declared
Cavalry Charge morale checks. If the unit(s) march into a position where the enemy charging cavalry can contact
them, they will require a receiving morale check during the Shock Combat Phase.

Il2.98l Cavalry units which declare a Counter-charge don't extend a charge zone which enemy cavalry or infantry
must take a Morale check. Only the actual units engaged in Shock Combat will require a receiving Morale check
(see 15.26).
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